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Abstract In a recent paper (Escribano et al. in Discrete
Geometry for Computer Imagery 2008. Lecture Notes in
Computer Science, vol. 4992, pp. 81-92, 2008) we have introduced a notion of continuity in digital spaces which extends the usual notion of digital continuity. Our approach,
which uses multivalued functions, provides a better framework to define topological notions, like retractions, in a far
more realistic way than by using just single-valued digitally
continuous functions.
In this work we develop properties of this family of continuous functions, now concentrating on morphological operations and thinning algorithms. We show that our notion of
continuity provides a suitable framework for the basic operations in mathematical morphology: erosion, dilation, closing, and opening. On the other hand, concerning thinning
algorithms, we give conditions under which the existence of
a retraction F : X —> X\D guarantees that D is deletable.
The converse is not true, in general, although it is in certain
particular important cases which are at the basis of many
thinning algorithms.
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Introduction
The notion of continuous function is a fundamental concept
in the study of topological spaces. For dealing with digital
spaces, several approaches to define a reasonable notion of
continuous function have been proposed. The first one goes
back to A. Rosenfeld [19] in 1986. He defined continuous
functions in a way similar to that used for continuous maps
in W1. It turned out that continuous functions agreed with
functions taking 4-adjacent points into 4-adjacent points. He
proved, amongst other results, that a function between digital spaces is continuous if and only if it takes connected sets
into connected sets. Independently of Rosenfeld, L. Chen
[5, 6] seems to have developed the same notion of continuity, using the terms immersion, gradually varied operator,
and gradually varied mapping. Chen's work appeared originally in Chinese.
More results related to this type of continuity were
proved by L. Boxer in [1] and, more recently, in [2-A\.
In these papers, he introduced such notions as homeomorphism, retracts, and homotopies for digitally continuous
functions, applying these notions to define a digital fundamental group, digital homotopies, and to compute the fundamental group of sphere-like digital images. However, as
he recognizes in [3], there are some limitations with the homotopy equivalences he gets. For example, while all simple
closed curves are homeomorphic and hence homotopically
equivalent with respect to the Euclidean topology, in the
digital case two simple closed curves can be homotopically
equivalent only if they have the same cardinality.
A different approach was suggested by V. Kovalevsky
in [17], using multivalued functions. This seems reasonable,
since an expansion such as f(x) = 2x must take 1 pixel to 2
pixels if the image of an interval has still to be connected. He
calls a multivalued function continuous if the pre-image of

an open set is open. He considers, however, that another important class of multivalued functions is what he calls "connectivity preserving mappings." By its proper definition, the
image of a point by a connectivity preserving mapping is
a connected set. This is not required for merely continuous
functions. He finally asserts that the substitutes for continuous functions in finite spaces are the simple connectivity
preserving maps, where a connectivity preserving map / is
simple if for any x such that f(x) has more than 1 element
then f~l f{x) = {x}. However, in this case it would be possible to map the center of a 3 x 3 square to the £-boundary
of it leaving the points of the £-boundary fixed, obtaining
in this way a "continuous" retraction from the square to its
£-boundary, something impossible in the continuous realm.
The multivalued approach to continuity in digital spaces
has also been used by R. Tsaur and M. Smyth in [23], where
a notion of continuous multifunction for discrete spaces is
introduced: A multifunction is continuous if and only if it is
"strong" in the sense of taking neighbors into neighbors with
respect to the Hausdorff metric. They use this approach to
prove some results concerning the existence of fixed points
for multifunctions. However, although this approach allows
more flexibility in the digitization of continuous functions
defined in continuous spaces, it is still a bit restrictive, as
shown by the fact that the multivalued function used by them
to illustrate the convenience of using multivalued functions
is not a strong continuous multifunction.
In a recent paper [7] the authors presented a theory of
continuity in digital spaces, using multivalued functions,
which extends the one introduced by Rosenfeld and provides
a framework to define topological notions, like retractions,
in a far more realistic way than by using just single-valued
digitally continuous functions. In particular, the deletion of
simple points, one of the most important processing operations in digital topology, is characterized as a particular kind
of retraction.
In this work we look more deeply into the properties of
this family of continuous functions, now concentrating on
morphological operations and thinning algorithms.
In Sect. 1 we revise the basic notions of digital topology
required throughout the paper. In particular we recall different adjacency relations used to model digital spaces. In
Sect. 2 we revise Rosenfeld's notion of digitally continuous
function. In Sect. 3 we introduce the notion of subdivision
of a topological space used to define continuity for multivalued functions and show some basic properties concerning the behavior of digitally continuous multivalued functions under restriction and composition. In Sect. 4 we show
that the basic morphological operations of dilation and closing are continuous functions. We also show that, although
the dual operations of erosion and opening cannot be modeled as continuous functions, they are so if we consider
them defined on the set of white pixels. In Sect. 5 we show

that the deletion of simple points can be completely characterized in terms of digitally continuous multivalued functions, and in Sect. 6 we extend this result to simple pairs.
In the last sections we characterize thinning algorithms in
terms of digitally continuous multivalued functions. Specifically, we show that the existence of an (TV, k) -retraction
F : X —> X \D guarantees that D is 4-deletable (respectively, 8-deletable) whenever D is made of 4-boundary (respectively, 8-simple) points. The converse is not true in general although it holds in certain particular important cases
which are at the basis of many thinning algorithms.
For information on Digital Topology we recommend the
survey [15] and the books by Kong and Rosenfeld [16], and
by Klette and Rosenfeld [13]. Other results on the discretization of topological notions can be found in [9, 10]. As an
illustration of the usefulness of topological results, as those
presented in this paper, in applications, we refer the reader
to [11, 21], where the combination of continuous and digital topological notions has allowed the development of algorithms to solve important problems, such as topological
constrained segmentation.

1 Digital Spaces
In this section we recall the basic notions of digital topology.
We consider Z" as model for digital spaces.
Definition 1 Two points in the digital line Z are adjacent if
their coordinates differ by a unit. Two points in the digital
plane Z 2 are 8-adjacent if they are different and their coordinates differ in at most a unit. They are called 4-adjacent
if they are 8-adjacent and differ in exactly one coordinate.
Note that a point is 8-adjacent to 8 different points and is
4-adjacent to 4 different points. Two points of the digital 3space I? are 26-adjacent if they are different and their coordinates differ in at most a unit. They are called 18-adjacent
if they are 26-adjacent and differ in at most two coordinates,
and they are called 6-adjacent if they are 26-adjacent and
differ in exactly one coordinate. In an analogous way, adjacency relations are defined in Z" for n > 4, for example, in Z 4 there exist 4 analogous adjacency relations: 80adjacency, 64-adjacency, 32-adjacency and 8-adjacency.
Given p e Z" and X c Z" we say that p and X are kadjacent if p g X and there exists x e X such that p and x
are ^-adjacent.
Given X\, X2 c Z" we say that X\ and X2 are ^-adjacent
if X\ n X2 = 0 and there exist x i e X i and X2 e X2 such that
x\ and X2 are ^-adjacent.
Alternatively, the adjacency of a point and a set, or the
adjacency between two sets, can be defined replacing the
condition X\ n X2 = 0 by X\ ^¿ X2, or, like, for example,
in [16], without imposing any of those conditions. The results in the paper and the proofs, with slight modifications,
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Fig. 1 AÍ4(p) (left) and N%(p) (right) with labels
Fig. 2 A set with three
4-connected components and
two 8-connected components

'

Fig. 3 p is 4-isolated and 8-isolated, q is 4-isolated but not 8-isolated,
r is 4-boundary and 8-boundary, s is 4-boundary but 8-interior, t is
both 4-interior and 8-interior

D

are still valid in both cases. However, in the context of this
paper, it is more natural to require adjacent sets to be disjoint. The reason is that we will replace points by subdivisions of them (see Fig. 9). Since one point is not adjacent
to itself, the set obtained after subdividing it, should not be
adjacent to itself. Therefore, adjacent sets should be at least
different. Moreover, if we consider a set [x, y} formed by
two non-adjacent points, then {x} and [x, y} are not adjacent sets in any definition and, hence, the sets obtained after
subdividing them, although different and satisfying the definition in [16], should not be adjacent to each other.
Definition 2 If p e Z 2 we define Afn{p) and N's(p) as in
Fig. 1, i.e., Afnip) is the set of points 4-adjacent to p, while
Af&{p) is the set of points 8-adjacent to p, also denoted simply as N{p).
In I? there are three kinds of neighborhood: Afeip),
M8(p),and7V 2 6(p).
Definition 3 A ¿-path P in I? (k e {4,8}) from the
point qo to the point qr is a sequence of points P =
(qo,qi,q2, • ..,qr} such that qi is ¿-adjacent to qi+\, for
every i e {0,1, 2 , . . . , r - 1}. If q0 = qr then it is called a
closed path.
A set X c I? is ¿-connected if for every pair of points
of X there exists a ¿-path contained in X joining them.
A ¿-connected component of X is a maximal ¿-connected
set (see Fig. 2).
Analogous definitions can be given for Z", n > 3.
Definition 4 Given X c Z 2 , k e {4, 8} and p e X, we say,
according to [16], that:
(i) p is a ¿-isolated point of X iíAfkip) n l = 0,
(ii) p is a ¿-interior point of X if Áf-k{p) C X,
(iii) p is a ¿-boundary point of X if Af-k(p) n (Z 2 \ X) =£ 0,
where k = A if & = 8, k = 8 if & = 4 (this notation will
be used throughout the paper). We denote by d^X the kboundary of X (see Figs. 3 and 4).
Note that a point is ¿-interior if and only if it is not a
¿-boundary point.

Fig. 4 Left: 4-boundary (dark) and 4-interior (light) of a set. Right:
8-boundary (dark) and 8-interior (light) of the same set

Using these notions we can define the ¿-interior (respectively, ¿-boundary of X) as the set of points of X which are
¿-interior (respectively, ¿-boundary) points of X.

2 Digitally Continuous Single-Valued Functions
In this section we revise the notion of digitally continuous
function and some of its properties.
Definition 5 Let / : X c Zm —> Z" be a function between
digital spaces with adjacency relations k and k', respectively.
According to [2, 19], / is (¿, ¿0-continuous if and only if /
sends ¿-adjacent points to the same point or to ¿'-adjacent
points. When m = n and k = k', f is said to be just kcontinuous.
We will say that / : X c Zm —> Z" is continuous if it
is (¿, ¿0-continuous and the adjacencies k and k' are understood.
Examples of digitally ¿-continuous functions are the
identity, any constant function, translations f(z) = z + r, inversions / ( z i , zi) = (Z2, zi),
Another example is given
by the following function taking a hollow square S5 to a
smaller one S3.
The function which takes the corners of S¡ to the corresponding corners of S3, and the points between two corners
of S5 to the point between the corresponding corners of S3,
is digitally ¿-continuous for k e {4, 8} (see Fig. 5). However,
for k e {4, 8}, there is not a digitally ¿-continuous function
from S3 to S5 taking a to A, b to B, c to C and d to D, since
then it would not be possible to define the image of the rest
of the points in such a way that ¿-adjacent points of S3 are
taken to the same point or to ¿-adjacent points of S5 (see
Fig. 6).
In [19] Rosenfeld stated and proved several results about
digitally continuous functions related to operations with
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Fig. 8 The outer £-boundary of an annulus is not a digital ^-retract

In this section we show how it is possible to define a notion of continuity for multivalued functions in such a way
that the limitations discussed above of digitally continuous
single valued functions are alleviated (see Proposition 2).
The definitions and results in this section were first introduced in [7].
Definition 6 The first subdivision of Z" is formed by the set

Zi = {(|,|,...,|)|( Z l , Z 2 ,..., z „ ) e Z«}
3' 3

Z" given by
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Fig. 7 The £-boundary of a square is not a digital £-retract

continuous functions, intermediate values property, almostfixed point theorem, Lipschitz conditions, one-to-oneness,
etc. Boxer [1-3] expanded this notion to digital homeomorphisms, retractions, extensions, homotopies, digital fundamental group, induced homomorphisms, etc. (see also [12]
and [14] for previous related results).
In particular, Boxer proved in [1] that the £-boundary of
a digital square is not a digital £-retract (see Definition 9) of
the square.
However, the same techniques used to prove this fact can
be used to prove that neither is the outer £-boundary of an
annulus a £-retract of the annulus.
Note that Fig. 7 agrees with what happens if we consider
the sets as subsets of R 2 . However, Fig. 8 does not agree,
since in R 2 , the outer £-boundary, or the outer half, of an
annulus, is a digital £-retract of the annulus.

where (z'v z'2, ••-, z'n) is the point in Zn which is closest to
( y , y , . . . , y ) in the Euclidean metric.
The r-th subdivision of Z" is formed by the set
Z
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where (z'v z'2, ••-, z'n) is the point in Zn which is closest to
(|f, |2.,..., |f-) in the Euclidean metric.
Moreover, if we consider in Zn a ^-adjacency relation,
we can consider in Z" the induced adjacency relation, i.e.,
(|f, p - , . . . , |f-) and (|f, | £ , . . . , |f-) are ^-adjacent if and
only if (zi, Z2,..., z„) is ^-adjacent to {z'vz'2,..., z'n).
Proposition 1 ir is k-continuous as a function between digital spaces.

3 Digitally Continuous Multivalued Functions
Definition 7 Given X c Z", the r-th subdivision of X is the
As noted in the previous section, given a hollow 3 x 3-square
S3 and a hollow 5 x 5-square S5, for k e {4, 8}, there is not
a ^-continuous function between them, which takes the corners of S3 to the corresponding corners of the S5.
The point here is that no matter how we define the image
of the rest of the points, connectedness would not be preserved. However, we would preserve connectedness if we
could define the image of each point between two corners
of S3 as the whole set of points between the corresponding
corners of S5, i.e., using multivalued functions.

setXr =

i-\X).

Intuitively, if we consider X made of pixels (respectively,
voxels), the rth subdivision of X consists in replacing each
pixel with 9r pixels (respectively, 27 r voxels) and the function ir is like an inclusion in the geometric sense (see Fig. 9).
Remark 1 Given X, Y c Z", any function / : Xr —> Y
induces in an immediate way a multivalued function F :
X —• Y where F{x) = M , - 1 , , f{x').

Fig. 10 Labels of Af(p) and

i-l(p)
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Fig. 9 A digital set (left) and its first subdivision (right)

Definition 8 Consider X,Y cZ". A multivalued function
F : X —> Y is said to be a (k, k')-continuous multivalued function if it is induced by a (k, k')-continuous (singlevalued) function from Xr to Y for some r e N .
In the following remark we state some properties of digitally continuous multivalued functions proved in [7]. For
more results and details the reader is referred to [7].
Remark 2 Any single-valued digitally continuous function is continuous as a multivalued function. In particular,
any constant function is continuous as a multivalued function. Moreover, if F : X —> Y (X, Y c Z 2 ) is a (k, k')continuous multivalued function, then:
(i) F(x) is ^'-connected, for every x eX.
(ii) Ifx and y are ^-adjacent points of X, then F(x)UF(y)
is a ^'-connected subset of Y.
(iii) F takes ^-connected sets to ^'-connected sets,
(iv) If X' c X then F\x>: X' —• Y is a (k, k')-continuous
multivalued function.
Moreover, the composition of continuous multivalued functions is a continuous multivalued function.
2

Definition 9 Let X c Z and Y c X. We say that Y is
a £-retract of X if there exists a ^-continuous multivalued
function F : X —> Y (a multivalued £-retraction) such that
F(y) = {y} if y eY.
If moreover F(x) c M(x) for every x e X \ Y, we say
that F is a multivalued (TV, £)-retraction.
The following results are given in [7].
Proposition 2 The following holds:
(i) The k-boundary dkX of a square X, with nonempty interior, is not a k-retract ofX.
(ii) The outer k-boundary dkX of an annulus X is a kretractofX.
Result (ii) solves one of the problems presented when using single-valued functions (see Fig. 8).
In the rest of the paper we show how this notion of digital continuity also allows us to characterize basic morphological operations as dilation and closing, or thinning algorithms.
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4 Morphological Operators as Digitally Continuous
Multivalued Functions
In this section we consider the basic operations in mathematical morphology: dilation, erosion, closing, and opening
operators (see [22] for their definitions). We will denote by
Dk(X), Ek(X), Ck(X), Ok(X), respectively, the dilation,
erosion, closing, and opening of a digital set X in Z 2 , using as a structuring element the set formed by a point and its
^-neighbors.
We will show that these operators can be modeled as digitally continuous multivalued functions, which we will denote, respectively, by Dk, Ek, Ck, Ok. Note that, then, the
notation Dk(X) will not only indicate the image of X under
the function Dk, but also the set that is the ^-dilation of X.
Note, however, that these two sets agree. The same can be
said for the other operators.
We start the section with a theorem which shows how the
dilation operator can be modeled by a continuous multivalued function.
Theorem 1 Given X c I?, the multivalued functions Dk :
X —> Dk(X) given by Dk(x) = Nk{x) U {x}, k = 4, 8, are
digitally k and k-continuous.
Proof Consider the first subdivision of X and the points of
i~l(p) and those in N(p) labeled as in Fig. 10.
Then D& is induced by the function d& given by d&(Pi) =
Pi if i 7^ 0, and d&(Po) = p, while D4 is induced by the
function ¿4 given by dn(Pi) = pi if i e {2,4,6,8} and
dn(Pi) = p if i e {0, 1, 3, 5,7}. It is immediate to check that
Dk is k and ¿-continuous.
D
The erosion operation cannot be adequately modeled as a
digitally continuous multivalued function on the set of black
pixels since it can transform a connected set into a disconnected set, or even delete it (for example, the erosion of a
curve is the empty set and, in general, the erosion of two
discs connected by a curve would be the disconnected union
of two smaller discs). However, since the erosion of a set
agrees with the dilation of its complement, the erosion operator can be modeled by a continuous multivalued function
on the set of white pixels.

Corollary 1 Given X c Z2, the multivalued function Ek:
Z2\X —> Z2, given by Ek(x) = Nk(x) U {x} is digitally k
and k-continuous.

Corollary 3 Given XcZ2
and pel?
then F : X —> X U {/?} given by

I

x

k-adjacent to X,

ifx is not k-adjacent to p,

Although the erosion operation cannot be modeled as a
digitally continuous multivalued function on the set of black
pixels, when combined with the dilation we obtain the closing operation which can be modeled a digitally continuous
multivalued function. Recall, as noted at the beginning of
the section, that Ck(X) will not only indicate the image of
X under the multivalued function Ck, but also the set that is
the ^-closing (a ^-dilation composed with a £-erosion) of X.

Corollary 4 Given XcZ2
and a structuring element B
(see [22]) containing the origin and contained in a 3 x 3
square, then the dilation of X by B can be modeled as a
digitally ^-continuous multivalued function.

Theorem 2 Given X c Z 2 , the multivalued function Ck :
X —> Ck(X), given by Ck(x) = [x}for every x e X \ dkX
and Ck(x) = ({x} U A^(x)) n Ck(X) for every x e dkX, is
digitally k-continuous.

Corollary 5 Given XcZ2 and given Y c Z2, k-connected
and k-adjacent to X, there exists a surjective digitally continuous multivalued function F : X —> X U Y such that
F(x) = {x} ifx is not k-adjacent to Y.

Proof With the notation of Theorem 1, Ck is induced by

Proof Since Y is ^-connected and ^-adjacent to X, there
exists an ordering p\, p2,...,
pn of the points of Y (where
the pi need not be pairwise distinct) such that p\ is kadjacent to X and pi is ^-adjacent to (or contained in)
X U {p\, p2, • • •, Pi-i}, for every i e {2, 3 , . . . , « } .
Consider F\ : X —> XL) {pi} given by

ck:i-\X)^Ck{X)
_\Pi
Ck

' [ p

given by
ifi^Oand/>/eCt(X),
if i =0 or i =¿0 ¡má pi

¿Ck(X).

It is immediate to check that Ck is ^-continuous.

D

As it happens in the case of the erosion, the opening operation (erosion composed with dilation) cannot be adequately
modeled as a digitally continuous multivalued function on
the set of black pixels (the same examples used for the erosion also work for the opening). However, since the opening
of a set agrees with the closing of its complement [22], the
^-opening operator can be modeled by a ^-continuous multivalued function on the set of white pixels.
Corollary 2 Given XcZ2, the k-opening (k-erosion + kdilation) operation on X can be modeled as a digitally kcontinuous multivalued function Ok:Z2\X
—> Z2 on the
set of white pixels.

{x, p} ifx is k-adjacent to p
is a digitally k-continuous multivalued function.

I

x

if x is not ^-adjacent to »i,

{x,p\} if x is ^-adjacent to p\
which is a digitally continuous multivalued function. For
every i e {2, 3 , . . . , n} such that p¡ is ^-adjacent to X U
{pi,P2, •••,Pi-\}, consider
Fi : X U {pi, p2,..., Pi-i] —> X U {pi, p2,...,

Pi)

given by

I

x

if x is not ^-adjacent to p¡,

Theorems 1 and 2 are particular cases of the following
result:

{x,pi} if x is ^-adjacent to/?;
which is also is a digitally continuous multivalued function,
while, if pi is contained in X U {p\, p2, • • •, Pi-i}, we consider

Theorem 3 Given X c Z2, every multivalued function F :
X —> Z2 such that x e F(x) c A^(x) U {x} for every x e
X, is a digitally k-continuous multivalued function.

Fi : X U {/?i, p2,...,

Proof Consider the first subdivision of X and the points of
i~l{p) and those in N(p) labeled as in Fig. 10. Then F is
induced by / : i~1(X) —> F(X) given by
¡Pi

if i ^0 and pi

[p

if i = 0 or i ^ 0 and p¡ g F(x).

which is a continuous function.

eF(x),

D

Pi-l]

> X U {/?i, p2,...,

Pi],

such that Fi is the identity.
Then, since the composition of digitally continuous multivalued functions is a digitally continuous multivalued function (see Remark 2), the multivalued function F = Fn o
Fn-\ o • • • o F2 o F\ satisfies the conclusion of the corollary.
D
We end this section with a result which, although a consequence of the previous result, is better stated and proved in

terms of notions and properties of mathematical morphology. It is based on the fact that a morphological operation
with a large structuring element can be decomposed into
a sequence of operations with smaller structuring elements
[22], and, on the other hand, that the composition of digitally
continuous multivalued functions is a digitally continuous
multivalued function.
Corollary 6 Given X c Z 2 , and a rectangular structuring
element B centered at the origin and containing it, then the
dilation ofXbyB
can be modeled as digitally continuous
multivalued function.
Proof A dilation with a rectangular structuring element of
sides 2m + 1 and 2n + I pixels is equivalent to a dilation
with a horizontal line of 2m +1 pixels followed by a dilation
with a vertical line of 2« + 1 pixels. On the other hand, a dilation with a horizontal (respectively, vertical line) of 2m +1
(respectively, 2« + 1) pixels is equivalent to a sequence of
m (respectively, n) dilations with a horizontal (respectively,
vertical) line of 3 pixels. (See, for example, [22, p. 640]).
In the particular case of a dilation by a square of width
2« + 1 pixels, this can be more easily done with n successive
dilations with a 3 x 3 square.
The result follows from the fact that the composition of
digitally continuous multivalued functions is a digitally continuous multivalued function.
D

5 Continuous Multivalued Functions and Deletion of
Simple Points
It may seem that the family of continuous multivalued functions could be too broad, therefore not having good properties. In this section we show that this is not the case. We
show, in particular, that the existence of a ^-continuous multivalued function from a set X to X \ {p} which leaves invariant X \ {p} is closely related to p being a ^-simple point
ofX.
Let X c Z 2 and D c X. D is called £-deletable (k =
4, 8) in X if its deletion does not change the topology of X
in the sense that after deleting D:

Theorem 4 Let X c Z 2 . A point p e X is k-simple if it is
a k-boundary point of X and the number of k-connected
components ofJV(p) n X which are k-adjacent to p is equal
to 1.
The following theorem was proved in [7, 8] where two
different algorithms were given. The differences in the algorithms in these papers are basically two: in the second one
we only require consideration of the first subdivision of X
(and not the second as happened in the first one), and we obtain smaller images for the deleted simple points. Although
we state the result for ^-connected sets, this is not a loss of
generality because for a general set X it would be applied
to the connected component containing the simple point we
want to delete.
Theorem 5 Let X c Z 2 be k-connected and consider
p e X. Suppose that there exists a k-continuous multivalued
function F : X —> X \ {p} such that F(x) = {x} if x ^¿ p
and F(p) c Af{p). Then p is a k-simple point.
The converse is true under the following conditions:
(a) for k = 8 it is always true and, moreover, we can impose
that F(p) c NAÍP) whenever p is not 4-isolated,
(b) for k = 4 it is true if and only if p is not ^-interior to X.
Proof The proof of this result can be found in [8]. However,
since it rests on an argument that we will use throughout the
paper, we reproduce here the proof of the direct implication.
Suppose that F is induced by fr : Xr —> X. Then
fr(x) = ir(x) for every x eXr such that ir(x) ^ p.
Suppose that p is not ^-simple. We have two possibilities: p is a £-boundary point with at least two different kconnected components of N{p) n X which are ^-adjacent
to p, or p is an interior point.
In the first case, let A and B be any two such components. Consider any xr e i~l{p) ^-adjacent to i~l{A). Then
x = fr(xr) must be ^-adjacent to A or contained in A (since
F(A) = A), and since A is a ^-connected component of
N{p) n X, we have fr{xr) e A. On the other hand, there
also exists yr e i~l{p) ^-adjacent to i~l{B) and, hence,
fr(yr) = y e B. Consider
[Z0 = Xr, Zl, Z2m, . . . , Zm-l,

Zm = }V}

<Zi~l{p)

- no ^-connected component of X vanishes or is split into
multiple components,
- no ¿-connected hole in X is created or is merged with the
background or with another such hole.

such that, for every i = 1,2,..., m, zi is ^-adjacent to zi-\.
Then

Here, as noted in Sect. l,k = 4 if £ = 8 and k = 8 if k = 4.
Let X c Z 2 . A point p e X is called ^-simple (k = 4, 8)
in X (see [15]) if {/?} is £-deletable in X.
A ^-simple point can be locally detected by the following
characterization [20]:

is a £-path in N{p) n X from x to y. Contradiction.
For the case of p interior and the converse implication we
refer the reader to [8], although, as an illustration, we show
how to construct F in two particular cases, giving alternative
constructions to those in [7, 8].

{fr(Zo) = X, frizi),

fr(Z2), • • • , fr(zm-\),

fr(zm)

= y)
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Fig. 11 F\ {left), F2 (center) and F3 (right) multivalued 4-continuous
functions deleting a 4-simple point

Fig. 14 F\ (left), F2 (center) and F3 (right) multivalued 8-continuous
functions deleting an 8-simple point

Fig. 12 The 4-continuous
single valued function f\
inducing F\

Fig. 15 An 8-continuous single
valued function f\ inducing F\
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Fig. 13 Left: A single valued function f% inducing F2. Right: A single
valued function fo inducing F3

If p e X is a 4-simple point such that N(p) n X =
{/?i, p3, p4, ps, pe, pi, p&}, we show in Fig. 11 three different 4-continuous multivalued functions such that F(x) = x
ifx^p
(the image of p is defined by the arrows).
The function F\ on the left has the property that the image of p has the smallest possible number of points. The
function F3 on the right, on the other hand, has the largest
possible size. In general, it is possible to prove, in a similar way as in [7, 8], that the function which assigns to a
^-simple point p the whole (and unique) ^-connected components of N(p) n X ^-adjacent to p is ^-continuous (as it
happens with F3). On the other hand, it is possible to construct an algorithm to obtain the image of p with the smallest
possible number of points (like Fi).
To see why F\ is 4-continuous we consider the first subdivision X\ of X and f\ : X\ —> X such that f\(x') = x
for every x' e ¿^(x), x ^ p, and such that f\ is defined in
i^ip) as shown by the arrows in Fig. 12.
For the functions F2 and F3 we have to consider the second subdivision X2 of X, divide i^1 (p) in groups and define
/2 and /3 in the points of i^ip) as shown by the arrows in
Fig. 13.
If we consider now p as an 8-simple point, then we show
in Fig. 14 three different 8-continuous multivalued functions
such that F(x) = x if x =/= p.

The function F\ has the property that the image of p has
the smallest possible number of points, while the function
F3 on the right has the largest possible size.
To see why F\ is 8-continuous we consider the first subdivision X\ of X and we divide ¿j"1 (p) in groups and define
f\ as shown by the arrows in Fig. 15.
For the two other functions F2 and F3, the same groups
of Fig. 13, for the case k = 4, are still valid. This ends the
proof of the theorem.
D
Since the composition of ^-continuous multivalued functions is a £-continuous multivalued function, we have the
following result [7]:
Corollary 7 Let X c Z 2 be k-connected, D = {/?;}"=1,
Y = X \ D, such that p\ is k-simple in X and is not an
^-interior point of X, and for 2 <i <n we have p¡ is ksimple in X \ \Ji~}\{pj) and is not an ^-interior point of
X \ \Ji~}\{Pj}- Then there exists a k-continuous multivalued k-retraction from X to Y.
Remark 3 The converse is not true since any constant function is continuous but not all sets (for example, digital simple closed curves like the ones in Fig. 5) can be reduced by a
sequential deletion of simple points to a single point. However, in Sect. 7 we give a partial converse result using the
notion of (TV, k) -retraction.
Remark 4 It is easy to see that if N(p) n X is as in Fig. 11,
although p is 4-simple and 8-simple, any single-valued
function / : X —> X \ {/?}, such that f(x) = x if x ^ p,
cannot be neither 4-continuous nor 8-continuous, hence an
analog of Theorem 5 does not hold for Rosenfeld's digitally
continuous single-valued functions.

Fig. 16 A non-deletable pair of
^-simple points (k = 4, 8)

Fig. 17 Labels of the points in
M(p, q)
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6 Continuous Multivalued Functions and Deletion of
Simple Pairs
It is interesting to note that the ideas in Theorem 5 can be
also applied to pairs of 4-adjacent points whose simultaneous deletion does not change the £-topology. Such points,
called ^-simple pairs, are essential to verify the correctedness of parallel thinning algorithms and are locally characterized as follows:
A pair {p, q} of 4-adjacent points of X is a ^-simple pair
if and only if at least one of them is not a £-interior point
and the number of ^-components of N{p, q)C\X that are kadjacent to {p, q} is 1, where N{p, q) = {Af{p) U N{q)) \
{p,q}It is well known that a set formed by two 4-adjacent ksimple points does not need to be a ^-simple pair (e.g., see
Fig. 16).
On the other hand, a ^-simple pair does not need to be
composed of ^-simple points. However, if [p, q} is a ksimple pair, then we can order them in such a way that one
of them, say p, is a ^-simple point in X, and q is a ^-simple
point in X \ {/?}. This result, that we will use later, is a consequence of the following more general result [18]:
Theorem 6 ([18]) The deletion of a subset D of X does
not change the k-topology of X if and only if there is an
ordering of the points of D, D = {pi}"=1, such that p\ is
a k-simple point of X and, for 2 <i <n, p¡ is a k-simple
point of
XWjyJ^pj}.

Suppose that [p, q] is not a ^-simple pair. Then we have
two possibilities: there are at least two different ^-connected
components of N{p, q)C\X which are ^-adjacent to [p, q},
or p and q are both ^-interior points.
In the first case, let A and B be any two such components. Consider any xr e i~l({p, q}) ^-adjacent to i~l{A).
Then x = fr{xr) must be ^-adjacent to A or contained in
A (since F(A) = A), and since A is a ^-connected component of N{p) n X, then fr(xr) e A. Similarly, there exists
yr e i~l{{p, q}) ^-adjacent to i~l{B) and, hence, fr{yr) =
y e B. Consider
ZO

UAzo) = x, fr{zi),...,

[p, q} such that F(x)

= {x} if x g [p, q}, F(p)

U F(q)

C

N{p, q). Then [p, q} is a k-simple pair.
The converse is true under the following conditions:
(a) for k = 8it is always true and, moreover, we can impose
that F({p, q}) C Ui(p, q) = (Ui(p) U Ui(q)) \ {p, q)
whenever {p,q} is not a 4-connected component ofX,
(b) for k = 4 it is true if and only if p or q is not ^-interior
toX.
Proof To prove the first assertion, suppose that F is induced
by fr: Xr —> X. Then fr(x) = ir (x) for every x eXr such
that ir(x) <£{p, q}.

Zm=yr

C ir l{{p,

q\)

Mzm) = y) CN{p,q)nx

is a £-path in N{p, q)C\X from x to y. Contradiction.
Suppose now that p and q are k interior points. Denote
the points in N{p, q) C X as in Fig. 17.
Define G : N{p) U {/?} —> Af(p, q) U [p, q] and H :
N{p, q) U [p, q} —> Af{p) U {/?}, 8 and 4-continuous multivalued functions given by G{p) = [p, q}, H({p, q}) = p
and the following tables
X

X

H(x)

Theorem 7 Let X c Z 2 be k-connected and consider a pair
[p, q} c X of 4-adjacent points of X. Suppose that there
exists a k-continuous multivalued function F : X —> X \

Zm-1,

such that ZÍ is ^-adjacent to zi-\ for i = 1,2,..., m. Then

G(x)
In the following theorem we show that the deletion of
a ^-simple pair can be modeled as a digitally ^-continuous
multivalued function.

=Xr,Zl,Z2,

Pi
Pi

PW
PW

P9
P9

PI
ÍP2, P3]

P&
{Pl,P&}

P3
P4

q
PS

PI
P6

Pi
Pi

PW
PW

P9
P9

ÍP2, P3]
P2

{Pl,P&}
P&

P4
P3

PS
q

P6
PI

i.e. G (respectively, H) takes the left vertical side of N{p) U
{/?} (respectively, N{p, q) U [p, q}) to the left vertical side
of N{p, q) U [p, q} (respectively, N{p) U {/?}), the right vertical side to the right vertical side, and the middle vertical
part to the middle vertical part, the latter in a 1 : 2 (respectively, 2:1) way.
Then HFG: N{p) U {/?} —> N{p) U {/?} is a k-continuous
multivalued function such that HFG{x) = {x} if x ^¿ p and
HFG(p) c Af{p). Therefore, by Theorem 5, p would be
a ^-simple point and this is a contradiction because p is a
^-interior point.
We prove now the converse statement.
Suppose first that k = 8. If [p, q} is an 8-simple pair,
then, by Theorem 6, we can order them in such a way that

Fig. 18 A 4-simple pair of
8-interior points
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Fig. 19 There exists (A/\ 4)-retraction but there is not a 4-connected
component of M(p) C\(X\D) 4-adjacent to p
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one of them, say p, is an 8-simple point, and q is an 8simple point in I \ {/?}. Since p is 8-simple, by Theorem 5, there exists an 8-continuous multivalued function F\:
X —> X \ [p] such that Fi{x) = {x}ifx^p
and Fi(p) c
NAÍP). Since q is 8-simple in X \ {/?}, then there exists an 8continuous multivalued function F^ : X \ {p} —> X \ [p, q}
such that F2(x) = {x} if x ^ q and F2O5O C Afn(q). Then
the composition F = F2F1 satisfies the statement of the theorem.
Suppose now that k = 4. If [p, q} is a 4-simple pair we
can distinguish three cases:
(a) Neither p nor q is 8-interior. In this case the proof is
similar to that for k = 8.
(b) Just one of them, say p, is 8-interior. Then q must be
8-simple and the proof above is again valid.
(c) Both p and q are 8-interior. Then (see Fig. 18) [p2, P3,
P5, Pi, P&, Pw} C X. But, since {p,q} is a 4-simple
pair, there is only one 4-connected component of
Áf(p,q) n X 4-adjacent to {p,q}. This implies that
N(p, q) n X must be as in Fig. 18 (or a rotation or a
symmetry of it).
Suppose that there exists a 4-continuous multivalued
function F : X —> X \ [p, q} such that F(x) = {x} if
x & {p, q} and F(p) U F(q) c Af(p, q) n X, and suppose that F is induced by fr : Xr —> X. Then, since
fr(x) = pi for every x e Xr such that ir(x) = pÍ7 if
we consider the upper rightmost point x e i~l(q), it is
not possible to define fr(x) in such a way that fr is 4continuous.
This ends the proof of the theorem.

D

Before proving Theorem 8 we prove a Lemma which will
be used in its proof and that of Theorem 9. Its proof is very
similar to that of the direct implication of Theorem 5. When
applying it to prove Theorem 8 note that the function F in
the theorem is an (TV, k)-retraction F : X —> X \ [p, q}.
Lemma 1 Consider X c Z 2 k-connected and D c X such
that there exists an (N,k)-retraction F : X —> X \ D.
Then, for any p e D, there is at most one k-connected component ofN(p) n(X\D) k-adjacent to p and, moreover, if
there is one, it must contain F(p).
Proof Suppose that F is induced by fr : Xr —> X \ D.
Then fr(x) = ir(x) for every x e Xr such that ir(x) e
X\D.
Suppose that there are two different ^-connected components A and B of N(p) C\(X\D) which are ^-adjacent
to p. Consider any xr e i~l(p) ^-adjacent to i~l(A). Then
x = fr(xr) must be ^-adjacent to A or contained in A
(since F(A) = A), and since A is a ^-connected component of N(p) n X, then fr(xr) e A. Similarly, there also
exists yr e i~l(p) ^-adjacent to i~l(B) with fr(yr) e B.
But then F(p) c Af(p) is a ^-connected set which would
connect A and B in N(p) n (X \ D). Contradiction. Therefore, there exists at most one ^-connected component of
N(p) C\(X\D) ^-adjacent to p.
We show finally that, if there is a ^-connected component of N(p) n (X \ D) ^-adjacent to p then it must
contain F(p). Let A be such a ^-connected component of
N(p) n (X \ D). Then F(p) c X \ D and F(A) = A must
be k adjacent and, hence, F(p) c A.
D

D

Observe that in the theorem above we do not require that
F(p) c Af(p) or F(q) c Af(q), as in (TV, £)-retractions. If
we consider this additional requirement we obtain the following result:
Theorem 8 Let X c Z 2 be k-connected and consider a pair
[p, q} c X of 4-adjacent points of X. Suppose that there
exists a k-continuous multivalued function F : X —> X \
[p, q} such that F(x) = {x} if x g {p,q}, F(p) c Af{p),
F{q) c Af{q) and F(p) (respectively, F(q)) k-adjacent to
p (respectively, q). Then [p, q} is a k-simple pair and both
p and q are k-simple points.
The converse is true if and only if neither p nor q is 8interiorto X.

The example of Fig. 19 shows that the existence of an
(TV,£)-retraction F : X —> X \D does not guarantee, for
k = 4, the existence of a ^-connected component of N(p) n
(X \ D) ^-adjacent to p.
Lemma 1 will be used in several parts of the paper in
different situations in which we have an (TV, k) -retraction
F : X —> X \ D, because this imposes restrictions on the
neighborhood of a point in D. Some of those situations are
shown in the following corollary.
Corollary 8 Consider X c Z 2 k-connected and D c X
such that there exists an (N, k)-retraction F : X —> X\D.
Consider p e D. Then:
(i) All points ofX\D k-adjacent to p must be k-connected
in N(p) nX to those ofF(p).

(ii) If p e D n dkX is not k-simple, there exists d e D kadjacent to p which cannot be connected to F(p) by a
k-pathinAf{p)C\X.

Fig. 20 An 8-simple pair of
8-simple points
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Proof (i) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1. To
proof (ii) consider p e DC\ d^X, such that p is not ^-simple.
Then there are at least two different ^-connected components A and B of N{p) n X which are ^-adjacent to p. Consider x e A and y e B k adjacent to p. Then, by Lemma 1,
one of them, say x, must belong to D. Now, if y e X \ D,
by Lemma 1, F(p) c B and x e D cannot be connected to
F(p) by a £-path in N{p) n X. On the other hand, if both
x,y e D, since F(p) c M(p) n X is ^-connected, then either F(p) n A = 0 or F(p) n B = 0. If F(p) n A = 0,
then x e D cannot be connected to F(p) by a £-path in
N{p) n X; and if F(p) n fi = 0, then y e Z) cannot be connected to F(p) by a£-path in7V(íO n i
D
Proof of Theorem 8 By Theorem 7, {/?, <?} is a ^-simple pair.
We show now that p and <? must be ^-simple points. Suppose
that p is not ^-simple. We have two possibilities: p is a kboundary point or p is a ^-interior point.
Suppose first that p is a £-boundary point. Consider r kadjacent to p such that r e F(p) (this implies that r ^ q).
Since /? is not ^-simple, by Theorem 4, there exists s e X,
^-adjacent to p, which can not be connected to r by a fcpath in N{p) n X. Suppose that s ^ <?. Then there are two
different ^-connected components of N{p) n (X \ {p, q}) kadjacent to p, which is impossible by Lemma 1. Therefore
s = q and, as a consequence, F(p) and q lie in different kconnected components of N{p) n X. This is a contradiction
because F(p) U F(#) c 7V(p, q) n X is ^-connected and
must be ^-adjacent to q.
Suppose now that p is a ^-interior point and denote
the points in Af(p, q) as in Fig. 17. Then, for k = 4,
X D [pi, p2, P3, Pi, P&, P9, Pw}- Since F(q) c 7V(?) is 4connected and /?3 and pi are 4-adjacent to (or contained in)
F(q), then [p4, ps, pe} C F(#) c X. Then # will also be
a 4-interior point and hence {p,q} could not be a 4-simple
pair. Contradiction.
Analogously, if k = 8 then X D {/?2, /?s, pw}- Since
F(#) c 7V(<?) is 8-connected and P2 and ps are 8-adjacent
to (or contained in) F(q), then {/?3, p¡, pf} c F(#) c X.
But this implies that q is also an 8-interior point of X and
hence {p, q} could not be an 8-simple pair. Contradiction.
The proof of the converse implication is constructive and
similar to that of Theorem 5.
For k = 8, we have to take into account the fact that an
8-simple pair of 8-simple points, neither of them 8-interior,
must be (up to rotation or symmetry) as in Fig. 20, where
the white squared points can (or not) belong to X.
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Fig. 21 First subdivision of an 8-simple pair of 8-simple points

Then the multivalued function F defined by F(x) = {x}
if x & {p,q} and

F(p)

F(q)

{pi}
ifp&gX,
{ps}
if ps eX, pi ¿X,
{p&, Pw}
ifpieX,
UP7}

ifp4#X,

\{p5,Pl}

ifp4^X,

is 8-continuous.
To see this consider the first subdivision of X labeled as
in Fig. 21.
Then we define / , that induces F, according to the following table:
P&?X
pseX
P\iX
PieX
P&gX
pseX
P\iX
PieX

f(A) =--f(B) = f(C) = P7
f(D)-- = f(E) = f(G) = Pl
f(A) =--f(B) = f(C) = ps
f(D)-- = f(E) = f(G) = Pl
= f(C) = ps
f(A) =--pw,f(B)
f(D)-- = f(E) = f(G) = Pl

PAÍX

f(A) =--f(B) = f(C) = P7
f(D)-- = f(E) = p7,f(G) =
f(A) =--f(B) = f(C) = ps
f(D)-- = f(E) = p7,f(G) =
f(A) =--pw,f(B)
= f(C) =
f(D)-- = f(E) = p7,f(G) =

p4eX
p5
p5
ps
p5

Observe that f(p) has to be 8-adjacent to p, and f(q) has
tobe 8-adjacent to q.
On the other hand, a 4-simple pair of 4-simple points
(neither of them 8-interior) must be (up to rotation or symmetry) as in Fig. 22, where the white squared points can (or
not) belong to X.

Fig. 22 A 4-simple pair {p, q]
of 4-simple points (neither
8-interior)
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Fig. 24 There exists
(A/\ 4)-retraction but q is not
4-simple
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Fig. 26 p not 4-simple without
x e X \ D 4-adjacent to p

Fig. 23 A 4-simple pair of
4-simple points (one 8-interior)

F(p)

Fig. 25 A £-deletable set not
defining an (A/\ £)-retraction

eX,

ifps^X,
ifp5tX,

is 4-continuous, as can be proved in a similar way as for
k = S, and F(p) (respectively, F(q)) is 4-adjacent to p (respectively, q).
Finally, if one of the points is 8-interior, as in Fig. 23,
where the white squared points can (or not) belong to X,
then it is not possible to define F in a consistent way because, if we consider any subdivision Xr of X and any fr
inducing F, then the image of the point at the north-west
corner in i~l{q) should be p3 or p¿±. Then the image of the
point at the north-east corner in i~l{p) should be p3, /M or
ps, but it only could be pj, since F(p) c N{p). Moreover,
since F(p) must be connected, we must have F(p) = {p3}.
But this contradicts the fact that F(p) must be 4-adjacent
to p (and also that the image of the point at the south-west
corner of i~l{p) should be ps, P9 or pw). This completes
the proof of the theorem.
D
The example of Fig. 24 shows that, without imposing the
condition that F(p) U {/?} and F(q) U {q} ^-connected, the
existence of an (TV, £)-retraction F : X —> X \ {p, q}, with
{p, q} a simple pair, does not imply, for k = 4, that p and q
are both 4-simple points of X.

7 (AÍ, A:)-Retractions and A>Deletable Sets
If D is £-deletable in X, by Theorem 6, there is an ordering of the points of D, D = {pi}"=1, such that p\ is a k-

simple point of X and, for 2 < i < n, p¡ is a ^-simple point
of X \ U'~}0{pj}. Therefore, by Corollary 7, there exists a
^-retraction F : X —> X \ D. However, a £-deletable set
does not define in general an (TV, k) -retraction, as shown by
the example in Fig. 25.
In [8] we gave some partial results related to some wellknown strategies to guarantee the preservation of topology
under parallel deletion of simple points.
In this section we address the reciprocal question, i.e.,
we give conditions under which the existence of an (TV, k)retraction F : X —> X\D guarantees that D is £-deletable.
In particular, we prove the following result:
Theorem 9 Consider I c Z 2 k-connected and let D be
a subset of the k-boundary of X such that there exists an
(TV, k)-retraction F : X —> X \ D. Then:
1. If k = 4, then D is 4-deletable.
2. Ifk = 8 and F(p) c N^{p) for every p e D, then D is
8-deletable and made ofS-simple points.
Proof We will prove first that the hypothesis of the theorem
guarantees the existence of a point of D which is ^-simple
inX.
Consider first the case k = 4. Consider any p e D. If p is
^-simple in X we are done. Suppose that p is not ^-simple in
X. Then, we have two possibilities: p is 4-adjacent to X \ D,
or p is not.
Suppose p is not 4-adjacent to X \ D. Then F(p) is a
4-connected subset of N{p) n(X\D) that is 8-adjacent but
not 4-adjacent to p, so F(p) must be a single point. Hence
F(p) = {x} c X \ D is 8-adjacent but not 4-adjacent to p.
Since p is not 4-simple, by Theorem 4, there exists d eX 4adjacent to p which cannot be connected to x by a 4-path in
N{p)C\X. In fact, deD, because if d e X\D, then F(p) =
{x} and F(d) = {d} would not be 4-adjacent. Therefore p,
x and d must be situated, up to rotation or symmetry, as in
Fig. 26, where the white squared points can (or not) belong
toX.
Then it is not possible to define F(d) c N(d), such that
F(p) U F(d) D {x} is 4-connected, because Afn{p) n X \
D = 0. Contradiction.
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Fig. 27 p not 4-simple with x e X \ D 4-adjacent to p

Therefore, there i s j e X \ D 4-adjacent to p. This point
x may not be in F(p) but, by Corollary 8 (i), it must be
4-connected in M(p) C\X to F(p). Moreover, since p is
not 4-simple, then, by Corollary 8 (ii), there exists d e D
4-adjacent to p which cannot be connected to x by a 4-path
in N{p) n X. Therefore p, x and d must be situated, up to
rotation or symmetry, in one of the configurations of Fig. 27,
where the white squared points can (or not) belong to X.
In the case on the left, we have the following: F(p) U
F(d) is 4-connected. Then F(d) U {d} can not be 4connected (if it were, d would be connected to x by a 4-path
in M(p) n X). Therefore, the only possibility for F(d) is
one of the points to the north or to the south of p. Hence
the point to the north or to the south of p must be in X \ D,
so the situation shown on the left reduces to that on the
right.
For the case on the right, again F(p) U F(d) is 4connected but F(d) U {d} can not be 4-connected. Therefore, F(d) must be equal to x or to the point to the south
of p. Consider the points r to the right of d and s to the
south of d. Suppose that F(d) = {x}. Then neither r nor s
can belong to X, because if either of them were in X, then
its image under F should be 4-adjacent to (or contain) x,
which is impossible, since F is an (TV, £)-retraction. Therefore d is 4-simple. On the other hand, if F(d) is equal to the
point to the south of p, then s g X (if s e X, then d would
be 4-connected to F(d), and hence to F(p), and hence to
x, in M(p) n X). Neither is r e X, because if r e X, then
F(r) U F(d) should be 4-connected, which is impossible,
since F is an (TV, £)-retraction. Therefore, d is also 4-simple
in this case.
Suppose now that k = 8 and F(p) c Nn{p) for all p e
D. Suppose, for some p e D, that p is not 8-simple in X.
Then, by Corollary 8 (ii), there exists d e M(p) n D which
cannot be connected to F(p) by an 8-path in N{p) n X.
Since p is an 8-boundary point and F(p) c NA(P), F(p) is
formed by at most three points. Moreover, if it was formed
by three points, then d would be connected to F(p) by a
path in Nip) n X.
Therefore F(p) is formed by one or two points and, since
d cannot be connected to F(p) by a path in N{p) n X, we
have (up to rotation or symmetry) only three possibilities for
F(p) and d displayed in Fig. 28.
Since p and d are 8-adjacent, then F(p) U F(d) must be
8-connected, but this is impossible without connecting F(p)
and d by an 8-path in N{p) n X. Contradiction.

Fig. 28 p not 8-simple such that F(p) C NA(P)

Therefore, we have proved that the existence of an
(TV, £)-retraction in the conditions of the theorem guarantees, for k = 4, the existence of at least a 4-simple point in
D, and, for k = S, that all points of D are 8-simple.
To prove that D is £-deletable we use induction on the
cardinal of D.
If D consists of just one point, then the result is immediate by Theorem 5 and the definition of a ^-simple point.
If D consists of more than one point, consider p e D ksimple. Then, we can delete it obtaining X' = X \ {/?} and
D' = D\ {p} and, since p is ^-simple in X, after deleting it
from X:
- no ^-connected component of X vanishes or is split in
several components,
- no ¿-connected hole in X is created or is merged with the
background or with another such hole.
On the other hand, since F\X'-.X' — > X ' \ D ' = X\D
is still an (TV, k) -retraction, by the induction hypothesis, D'
is £-deletable in X', i.e., after deleting D' from X':
- no ^-connected component of X' vanishes or is split in
several components,
- no ¿-connected hole in X' is created or is merged with the
background or with another such hole.
Therefore, after deleting D = {p} U D' from X:
- no ^-connected component of X vanishes or is split in
several components,
- no ¿-connected hole in X is created or is merged with the
background or with another such hole,
i.e., D = D' U {p} is £-deletable in X. This ends the proof
of the theorem.
D
The proof of the previous results depends on the existence of a simple point in D.
The example on the left of Fig. 29 (see also Fig. 24)
shows that, in the hypothesis of the theorem, for k = 4, not
all the points need to be simple.
On the other hand, the example on the right shows that
for k = 8 the result is no longer true if we do not require
that F(p) c Afnip). The reason is that in this case, not all
points of D have to be 8-simple. If we add this condition to
Theorem 9 we obtain the following result:
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Fig. 29 There exists (M, £)-retraction and: D 4-deletable but not all
points of D are 4-simple (left), D is not 8-deletable (right)
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Fig. 30 p,q e D 8-simple in X, q not 8-simple in X \ {p} with
x, y e X in different 8-connected components of M(q) n (X \ {p})

Theorem 10 Consider X c Z 2 and teí D be a set of
k-simple points of X such that there exists an (JV,k)retraction F : X —> X\D. Then D is k-deletable.
Proof For k = 4 it is an immediate consequence of the previous theorem.
For k = 8, we will prove that if we delete any p e D, then
the points of D \ {p} are 8-simple points of X \ {/?}.
Consider any p e D. Suppose that, after deleting p, there
exists q e D\ {p} which is not 8-simple in X \ {/?}. Then,
q is an 8-boundary point of X such that, before deleting p,
the number of 8-connected components of N{q) n X which
were 8-adjacent to q was equal to 1 and, after deleting p
the number of 8-connected components of N{q) n X \ {p}
is different from one. If that number were 0 this would imply that p is the only point 8-adjacent to q, but then F(p)
and q would be in two different 8-connected components of
N{p) n X, which is impossible because p is 8-simple.
Therefore, p and q are 8-adjacent points such that there
are two 8-connected components of N{q) n (X \ {/?}) which
are 8-adjacent to q. Moreover, if p and q were 8-adjacent
but not 4-adjacent, the deletion of p would not affect the 8connectivity of N{q) n X. This is due to the fact that the
deletion of a corner point of an 8-connected component of
N{q) n X can not split it in two components.
Therefore p and q are situated (up to rotation or symmetry) as in Fig. 30, where x,y e X are points in different
8-connected components of N{q) n (X \ {/?}).
In the figure on the left, the point to the left of p cannot
belong to X because p cannot be an 8-interior point of X.
On the other hand, if in the figure on the right, either of the
points south of p or north of q were in X then its analysis would reduce to the case on the left. Therefore, we can
suppose that neither of them belongs to X. Therefore, p,
q, x and y are situated (up to rotation or symmetry) as in
Fig. 31.
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Fig. 31 p,q e D 8-simple in X, q not 8-simple in X \ {p} with
x, y e X in different 8-connected components of M(q) n (X \ {p})

For the figure on the left, F(p) U F(x) and F(p) U F(y)
cannot both be 8-connected, since F is an (TV, 8)-retraction.
For the figure on the right, since F(p) U F(q) must be 8connected, either F(p) = {y} or F(q) = {x}. But if F(p) =
{y}, then F(p)UF(x) cannot be 8-connected, and if F(q) =
{x}, then F(q) U F(y) cannot be 8-connected.
In every case we get a contradiction. Hence, for every
p e D, q is 8-simple in X \ {/?}.
Now, the result follows, as in Theorem 9, using induction
on the cardinal of D, as follows:
If D consists of just one point, then the result is immediate.
If D consists of more than one point, consider any 8simple point p e D. Then, we can delete it obtaining X' =
X \ {p} and D' = D\ {p} such that D' is a set of 8-simple
points of X' such that F\x>: X' —• X' \ D' = X \ D is still
an (TV, 8)-retraction. Therefore, by induction hypothesis, D'
is 8-deletable in X' and, by an argument similar to that of
Theorem 9, D = D' U {/?} is 8-deletable in X.
This ends the proof of the theorem.
D
Remark 5 Alternatively, Theorem 10 can be proved showing that if D is a set of 8-simple points of X such that there
exists an (TV, 8)-retraction F : X —> X \ D, then D satisfies Ronse sufficient conditions for a set D c X to be 8deletable in X (see, for example, [13]), which can be stated
as follows:
Rl. All points of D are 8-simple.
R2. For every two 4-adjacent points p,q e D, [p, q} is an
8-simple pair.
R3. D does not contain any 8-component of X formed by
2, 3, or 4 mutually 8-adjacent points.
However, for k = 4, if D is a set of 4-simple points of X
such that there exists an (TV, 4)-retraction F : X —> X\D,
even though that we have seen that D is 4-deletable, D does
not necessarily have to satisfy Ronse conditions, which for
k = 4 can be stated as follows:
Rl. All points of D are 4-simple.
R2. For every two 8-adjacent points p,q e D, p (respectively, q) is 4-simple in X \ {q} (respectively, X \ {/?}).
The reason is that a deletable set D c X may have points
with the local configuration (up to symmetry) of Fig. 32,
where p,q,s e D, t e X \ D and the white squared points
can (or not) belong to X.

Fig. 32 {p, q] does not satisfy
Ronse conditions for k = 4
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In this case, the pair [p,q] does not satisfy Ronse conditions because q is not 4-simple in X \ {/?}.

8 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented in this paper a theory of continuity in
digital spaces, using multivalued functions, which extends
the one introduced by Rosenfeld and provides a framework
to define topological notions in a far more realistic way than
by using just single-valued digitally continuous functions.
In particular, we have shown that the basic morphological
operations of dilation and closing are continuous functions
and that, although the dual operations of erosion and opening cannot be modeled as continuous functions on the set of
black pixels, they are so if we consider them defined on the
set of white pixels.
On the other hand, the deletion of simple points and
simple pairs can be completely characterized in terms of
digitally continuous multivalued functions. This fact has
been used to characterize thinning algorithms in terms of
digitally continuous multivalued functions. We have shown
that the existence of an (TV, k) -retraction F : X —> X \D
guarantees that D is 4-deletable (respectively, 8-deletable)
whenever D is made of 4-boundary (respectively, 8-simple)
points. The converse is not true in general although it holds
in certain particular important cases which are at the basis
of many thinning algorithms.
The notion and main properties of a digitally continuous
multivalued function are presented for any dimension. The
results on retractions at the end of Sect. 3 are stated for Z 2 ,
since their main role is that of justification of the appropriateness of our notion of continuity, although they are easily
extendable to higher dimension. The same is true for the results on mathematical morphology. Several of the results in
this paper may be regarded as tools for thinning algorithms
for images in I?. We are working on analogous results for
images in I?.
Finally, we are also working on the design of new parallel
thinning algorithms based on the previous construction of an
(TV, £)-retraction.
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